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In response to the global financial crisis and subsequent Great Recession,
central banks embarked on a variety of unconventional measures. Among
others, credit policy has been widely employed in many advanced economies.
However, credit policy is far less understood than unconventional monetary
policy by both policy makers and academic scholars. This paper sheds new
light on what credit policy is, how it differs from other central bank policies,
and what its risks and limitations might be. In particular, I examine whether
credit policy has been effective in stimulating the real economy in the Republic
of Korea.
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I. Introduction

Prior to the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, mainstream macroeconomists
seemed to have reached an international consensus regarding the central bank’s
mandates and monetary policy.1 The two main features of the consensus were the
necessities of central bank independence and flexible inflation targeting. Under
this paradigm, a central bank’s job description was straightforward: to minimize
volatility in inflation and output. For example, according to the popular Taylor
(1993) rule, a central bank should set short-term interest rates in response to the
deviation of inflation from its desired or target level (inflation gap) and the deviation
of output from its potential output level (output gap). Flexible inflation targeting,
together with central bank independence, had appeared to achieve price stability
and deliver macroeconomic stability in advanced economies and many emerging
market economies, at least until the global financial crisis (Eichengreen et al. 2011).
The so-called Great Moderation period was viewed as the heyday of central banks.
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The global financial crisis and subsequent Great Recession, however, brought
unprecedented changes to the world’s central bank landscape.2 In response, many
central banks lowered short-term interest rates to effectively zero and increased
aggregate bank reserves enormously; the extraordinary times required extraordinary
measures. The precrisis consensus view of central banks was also highly criticized
as focusing too narrowly on inflation and output gaps.3

Today, the proper mandates and roles of central banks are thus more highly
contentious topics than ever before among academics and policy makers around
the world. Historically, it was not uncommon for crises to change the mandates
and functions of central banks (Goodhart 2010, Reis 2013).4 After the experience
of the so-called Great Inflation of the 1970s, which combined with poor real
economic performance, many countries assigned a sole mandate of price stability
to their independent central banks. At the current juncture, however, criticism of the
previous consensus has broadly evolved into two strands.

The first criticism is that central banks seemed to underestimate their ex ante
role with respect to financial stability. Where low policy rates are consistent with
low inflation, they may still contribute to excess credit growth and the build-up of
asset bubbles, and thus sow the seeds of financial imbalance. Prior to the crisis, it
was often argued that central banks should not target asset prices or try to prick a
bubble. They were only to mop up the mess after a bubble had burst by injecting
sufficient liquidity to avoid a financial and macroeconomic meltdown. But one key
lesson from the recent crisis is that microprudential policy focusing solely on the
health of individual financial institutions is not sufficient for systemwide financial
stability. Further, central banks are often requested to adopt macroprudential policy,
which addresses risks to the financial system as a whole in pursuit of financial
stability (Yellen 2014).5

Another important social demand is that central banks should play a more
active role in facilitating the flow of credit when financial institutions reduce their
lending for the sake of deleveraging following financial market turmoil. I believe
that credit policy—by which a central bank directly or indirectly channels credit to
private entities and lowers specific interest rates in order to restore the functioning
of a particular market—has the potential to serve the aforementioned purpose. The
problem is that since credit policy is not a standard policy of central banks it is not

2For postwar recessions in the United States (US), the deep contractions of 1973–1975 and 1980–1982
were each also called the Great Recession (Blinder 2013). This paper uses the term Great Recession to refer to
the economic slump observed during the late 2000s.

3Larry Summers (2014) rebukes the precrisis consensus view as follows: “What has happened in the last few
years suggests the second moment—the volatility of output around its normal level—is second-order relative to the
first moment—the average level of output through time.”

4This is also true for the development of economics. Issing (2012) argues that the development of economics
is not driven by either cycles or trends but by severe crises.

5As a result, many countries have established committees responsible for mitigating systemic risks such as
the Financial Policy Committee in the United Kingdom (UK), the European Systemic Risk Board, and the Financial
Stability Oversight Council in the US.
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well established. Therefore, a key motivation of this paper is to develop a conceptual
framework for credit policy and to shed light on what credit policy is and how it
differs from a central bank’s other policies.

Then, more importantly, I attempt to investigate whether credit policy has
been effective in stimulating the real economy. Unfortunately, there have been so
few attempts to examine the effects of credit policy, partly because the available
datasets are very limited (Churm et al. 2015).6 In stark contrast, there is a large
amount of literature on the effects of unconventional monetary policy such as
quantitative easing (QE).7 To fill this gap, I choose to use the Korean dataset for
credit policy effectiveness because the Bank of Korea (BOK) has a long history of
utilizing modern credit policy since March 1994.8

Before proceeding further, it would be useful to review a brief history of
credit policy in the Republic of Korea (The Bank of Korea 2012). In March 1994,
the BOK replaced automatic rediscounts with Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans as a
modern credit policy tool. Under this scheme, the BOK has provided loans to banks
at a slightly lower rate than its policy rate within a certain ceiling set by the BOK’s
Monetary Policy Committee. Since then, the BOK has gradually retreated from
credit policy to promote the market mechanism in financial resource allocation.9

After the global financial crisis, the need for credit policy reemerged, but
for different reasons. In response, the BOK lowered its policy rate steeply from
5.25% in October 2008 to 2% in February 2009, its lowest level since the policy
rate target began to be announced in May 1999. Nevertheless, severe uncertainty
in financial markets and risk aversion have broken the last segment in monetary
policy transmission channels that linked financial conditions and the real economy.
In particular, many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which heavily rely
on banks for funding in bankcentric financial systems such as in the Republic of
Korea, have been denied access to credit at affordable interest rates.

Another contributing factor to resurrect credit policy is that the effective
lower bound for the policy rate could be higher in the Republic of Korea compared
to major advanced economies, potentially due to the concerns about sudden capital
outflows. Against these backdrops, the BOK has strengthened its credit policy
through the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility, which replaced the

6A recent study exploring the effectiveness of credit policy failed to find a statistically significant direct effect
of the incentive mechanisms in the UK’s Funding for Lending Scheme (FLS) for banks to increase their lending to
SMEs (Havrylchyk 2016). It pointed out limited data availability as a potential explanation for this failure.

7A number of authors have already conducted substantial research on the effectiveness of QE programs. See,
for example, Gagnon et al. (2011), Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012), and D’Amico and King (2013) for
the US; and Joyce et al. (2011) and Joyce and Tong (2012) for the UK.

8Indeed, the Bank of Korea Act makes this point clear under Article 1 as follows: “The purpose of this Act
shall be to establish the Bank of Korea and to contribute to the sound development of the national economy by
pursuing price stability through the formulation and implementation of efficient monetary and credit policies.”

9When this lending scheme was adopted, the BOK seemed to regard it as a transitional stage in the evolution
of the central bank’s lending facilities.
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existing Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans. With this new facility, the BOK raised
the ceiling and broadened the scope of the previous lending facility.10

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes
recently implemented unconventional monetary policy measures and presents a
conceptual framework for credit policy. Section III examines whether credit policy
has promoted real economic activity with Korean data. Section IV discusses
potential risks for implementing credit policy tools and emphasizes that the bar
for the use of credit policy should be higher than for conventional polices. Finally,
section V concludes.

II. Conceptual Framework

A. Recently Implemented Unconventional Measures

In response to the 2008–2009 financial crisis and subsequent Great
Recession, major central banks embarked upon the use of various unconventional
policy tools once their policy rates had nearly reached the zero lower bound.
Many of these programs initially attempted to alleviate financial market distress.
Thereafter, the purpose of those programs was broadened to stimulate the anemic
real economy (Fawley and Neely 2013).

One good example is the United States (US) Federal Reserve’s QE program,
which involved central bank purchases of securities financed by the creation of bank
reserves held at the central bank.11 The purchases included a substantial amount of
long-term securities, such as US Treasury securities and mortgage-backed securities
(MBS). Its main goal is to put downward pressure on long-term yields to support
economic growth. QE is believed to work through two main channels: the portfolio
balance channel and the signaling channel.12

Analogously, the Bank of England (BOE) undertook a series of asset
purchases, mostly government debt, via an asset purchase facility beginning in

10The BOK seems mindful of striking a balance between improved credit flows and possible market distortion
caused by credit policy. In 2013, the governor of the BOK stated: “Going forward, we plan to monitor and critically
review the performance of the funding program and any associated side effects. Such efforts will guide us to a better
design of credit policy that can strike the right balance between improved credit flows to where most needed and
possible market inefficiencies that credit policy itself can create.” Nevertheless, central banks should do their best to
avoid distorting or replacing the market mechanism through excess interventions.

11A similar idea was proposed by Milton Friedman (1969) and referred to as helicopter money, which is an
expansionary fiscal policy–whether an increase in public spending or a tax cut–financed by a permanent increase in
the money stock. Recently, the idea of helicopter money has received great attention, partly because monetary policy
alone may be inadequate to spur economic recovery amid very low inflation (Buiter 2014, Gali 2014, Turner 2015,
Bernanke 2016). But a key difference between QE and helicopter money is that the former involves a transitory
increase of the money stock while the latter involves a permanent increase.

12The signaling channel involves asset purchases leading market participants to revise downward their
expectations of future short-term interest rates. On the other hand, the portfolio balance channel, affecting term
and risk premiums, involves the reinvestment of the proceeds from asset sales into substitutable assets, pushing up
asset prices in general (Bean et al. 2015, Bernanke 2017).
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March 2009 (Bank of England 2014). In July 2012, the BOE introduced the Funding
for Lending Scheme (FLS) to lend long-term, low-interest funds to banks in an
effort to boost SMEs.13 On the other hand, the European Central Bank (ECB) started
by extending the range of collateral it accepts for monetary operations, and from
2015 bought €60 billion worth of bonds from banks each month.14

In April 2013, the Bank of Japan announced a program of quantitative and
qualitative easing that involved a doubling of the monetary base, a lengthening
of the expected average maturity of Japanese government bond purchases, and
an increase in central bank purchases of risky assets such as stocks. Also in
Asia following the global financial crisis, the BOK strengthened its credit policy
using the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility, which aims to encourage
commercial banks to lend more to SMEs. Under this scheme, the BOK offered
lower-interest loans to banks in order to compensate for the additional credit risk
costs associated with bank loans to SMEs struggling to access credit, even amid
ample aggregate liquidity, due to heightened uncertainty in financial markets and
risk aversion.

It is clear from the above that even though major central banks have used QE
programs, their focuses differ slightly. For instance, the ECB and the Bank of Japan
have focused on direct lending to banks–reflecting the bankcentric structure of their
financial systems–while the Federal Reserve and the BOE preferred to expand their
respective monetary bases by purchasing bonds.

More recently, many central banks have embarked on forward guidance by
which central banks signal their willingness to keep monetary policy ultraloose
until their economies regain some strength. Both QE and forward guidance aim
to directly affect the longer-end of the yield curve. A key difference between them
is that QE directly changes long-term interest rates largely through term premia,
while forward guidance changes long-term interest rates through future short-term
interest rates. By launching forward guidance, central banks sought to counter the
upward pressure on market expectations of future rates, enabling them to plan their
spending and investment decisions with more confidence.15

Given the complex and evolving nature of recent unconventional measures,
they cannot be easily understood, at least in a systematic way, if they are simply
classified as unconventional policies as a whole. Hence, it may be useful to
review these unconventional policy tools to understand what they are and how they

13In April 2013, the BOE made changes to the duration, method, and eligibility criteria of the FLS to
encourage banks to lend more to SMEs. In November 2015, the BOE announced a 2-year extension of the
FLS.

14The ECB carried out two rounds of long-term refinancing operations for European banks in December
2011 and February 2012.

15Precisely for this purpose, in early 2013, the ECB and the BOE introduced forward guidance, expressing a
commitment to maintain monetary easing, in response to rising concerns regarding the Federal Reserve’s QE tapering.
However, a critical concern regarding forward guidance is that such guidance could raise uncertainty if the recovery
is faster than anticipated.
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differ from central banks’ conventional instruments (International Monetary Fund
2013).

B. Conceptual Framework for Credit Policy

Goodfriend (2011) has proposed a good starting point in conceptualizing
credit policy. He divides central bank operations into monetary policy and credit
policy.16 In his categorization, monetary policy refers to open market operations
that expand or contract bank reserves and currency by buying or selling Treasury
securities. On the other hand, credit policy shifts the composition of central bank
assets, holding their total amount fixed. In other words, credit policy involves
lending to particular borrowers or acquiring non-Treasury securities with the
proceeds from the sale of Treasuries.17 Surely, in principle, any monetary policy
is a credit policy as credit is the main transmission channel of monetary policy.18

But there is still a key distinction between the two policies. That is, monetary
policy contributes to a broad easing in financial market conditions, but credit policy
facilitates funding conditions of specific sectors that have difficulty in accessing
credit. In this context, credit policy could be viewed as a debt-financed fiscal
policy.19

Armed with this overview, this paper proposes to categorize the current
policies of central banks into monetary policy, credit policy, and macroprudential
policy. In this classification, monetary policy can be further divided into
conventional and unconventional monetary policies. While conventional monetary
policy can be summarized as adjusting central banks’ policy rate at the very
short end of the yield curve, unconventional monetary policy can take many
different forms, such as large purchases of government bonds and forward guidance.

On the other hand, credit policy intends to ease credit conditions in the
economy and affect capital flows or credit allocation in the private sector by making

16Goodfriend (2011) also discusses the interest-on-reserves policy adopted by the Federal Reserve in the
midst of the global financial crisis, which pays and adjusts interest on bank reserve balances at the central bank. I do
not discuss it here, however, partly because target reserves and required reserves were remunerated by central banks
such as the BOE and the ECB even before the crisis. In those cases, that policy is a part of the corridor system within
the monetary policy operating framework (Lee 2016).

17The fiscal authorities then receive interest on the credit assets instead of interest on the Treasuries held by
the central bank.

18In practice, however, central banks can employ a mix of monetary and credit policies. Some of the
unconventional monetary policy actions recently taken by major central banks had a direct or indirect impact on
credit allocation as well as on liquidity volume. Moreover, credit policy can complement an accommodative monetary
policy stance. As noted by Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1998), a properly working credit market is a critical
prerequisite for the transmission of monetary policy. As a consequence, credit policy could not only facilitate the
flow of credit in the economy but also help restore the channels of monetary policy transmission.

19There is a key distinction between credit policy and fiscal policy, especially in the Republic of Korea. The
reason is that credit is allocated by commercial banks’ own decision via an incentivized scheme rather than by a
government or central bank decision.
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changes to the composition of a central bank’s assets.20 In this vein, Richmond
Federal Reserve President Jeffrey Lacker also saw the MBS purchases under the
third stage of QE, which was introduced in September 2012, as an example of
central bank credit policy (Lacker 2012). Therefore, the following actions can
be classified as credit policy as they were intended to encourage sector-specific
credit allocation: (i) the Federal Reserve’s funding support for nonbank financial
institutions (e.g., American International Group) and direct purchase of MBS;
(ii) FLS and purchases of corporate bonds and commercial bills by the BOE; and
(iii) funding support for stronger growth by the Bank of Japan. In the same vein,
the Bank of Korea has recently revamped its Bank Intermediated Lending Support
Facility in an effort to incentivize commercial banks to lend more funds to highly
promising SMEs that have little collateral.

Finally, macroprudential policy aims to moderate the procyclicality of the
financial system. Thus, credit policy and macroprudential policies could overlap
because both policies often involve some form of credit control or credit allocation
aimed at specific sectors (Shin 2015). In spite of these similarities, the two policies
apparently differ in their priorities. Macroprudential policy mainly aims to restrict
the growth of credit from the perspective of systemic risk management, whereas
credit policy pays close attention to credit availability, in either the overall economy
or particular sectors, and aims to rectify failures in financial intermediation.

III. Effectiveness of Credit Policy in the Republic of Korea

In this section, I evaluate whether credit policy has promoted real economic
activity, tackling the question with Korean data. This choice is motivated by the fact
that the BOK has a long history of utilizing modern credit policy. One reason for
this long tradition is that the Republic of Korea’s financial system has maintained
a bankcentric structure. Figure 1 shows changes in the amount of the BOK’s credit
ceiling and its lending rate.

I examine the impact of credit policy on the real economy in two steps in
reverse order. Unlike many studies on QE that analyzed its impact on interest rates,
corporate bond yields, and exchange rates, I believe that a more important question
is whether credit policy has indeed promoted real economic activity.21 Hence, I first
examine which interest rates or spreads are relevant in stimulating the real economy.
Then, I check which interest rates or spreads were affected by the BOK’s credit
policy.

20According to Her Majesty’s Treasury (2013), credit easing refers to measures aimed at easing credit
conditions for businesses that do not have ready access to capital markets by giving them access to cheaper bank
loans and nonbank sources of finance.

21A few studies have looked at the macroeconomic effect of QE using a vector autoregressive approach
(Baumeister and Benati 2012, Weale and Wieladek 2015).
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Figure 1. Changes in the Bank of Korea’s Credit Ceiling and Lending Rate

lhs = left-hand side, rhs = right-hand side.
Source: The Bank of Korea.

A. Which Interest Rate Spreads Are Relevant in Promoting
the Real Economy?

The first question to address is which interest rate or interest rate spreads
are more important in promoting economic activity. Specifically, are credit spreads
more important than term spreads? To answer this question, I modify the existing
methodology that uses the slope of the yield curve (term spreads) to predict
future real economic activity (Hamilton and Kim 2002; Favero, Kaminska, and
Soderstrom 2005; Wright 2006; Rudebusch, Sack, and Swanson 2007).22

First, I use monthly data rather than quarterly data because some Korean
financial market data are available only from the 2000s. Hence, the data I use span
from January 2001 to July 2017. Also, I choose the annual growth of industrial
production in the Republic of Korea as a dependent variable. To compute the
growth rate, the log of monthly industrial production with no seasonal adjustments
is used. Second, I include the real policy rate and two credit spreads as independent
variables, as well as one term spread. For example, the real policy rate is defined

22For example, Rudebusch, Sack, and Swanson (2007) employ the following forecasting equation:

Yt+4 − Yt = β0 + β1(Yt − Yt−4 ) + β2(i(n)
t − it ) + εt

where Yt is the log of real GDP at time t and i(n)
t is the n-quarter interest rate.
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as the BOK’s Base Rate minus the annual inflation rate. The first credit spread is
the interest rate gap between high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bonds and 3-year
Treasury bonds: that is, iAA−

t − i3yr
t , where the latter is the risk-free government bond

interest rate. The second one is the interest rate gap between low-quality (BBB−)
3-year corporate bonds and high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bonds: that is,
iBBB−
t − iAA−

t .23 Finally, the term spread is computed as the difference between the
3-year Treasury bond rate and the 91-day certificate of deposit rate.24

As a preliminary step, I verify the stationarity of the variables above using
the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test. The test results, reported in Table A1 in the
Appendix, show that most variables are stationary. The only exception is the credit
spread between low-quality and high-quality 3-year corporate bonds, iBBB−

t − iAA−
t ,

which is found to be I(0).25 But, conventional unit root tests are often biased to
falsely find the existence of a unit root if the series are stationary with a structural
break (Perron 1989, Hansen 2001). Therefore, I further implement unit root tests
with a breakpoint for iBBB−

t − iAA−
t . This is largely motivated by the fact that the

sample period contains the 2008–2009 global financial crisis and that the crisis
could sharply widen the credit premia. Indeed, Table A2 suggests that iBBB−

t − iAA−
t

is stationary with a structural break in October 2008. Here the structural breakpoint
is selected to minimize Dickey–Fuller t-statistics. Intuitively, this breakpoint seems
consistent with the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. Having
said that, I include a dummy variable in the equation for the period September
2008–June 2009 to address concerns about the potential structural break around
the global financial crisis.

Now, I estimate a forecasting equation for real economic activity as follows:

Yt+12 − Yt = α + β1RBRt + β2
(
i3yr
t − i91d

t

) + β3
(
iAA−
t − i3yr

t

) + β4
(
iBBB−
t − iAA−

t

)

+ Dum0809 + εt (1)

where Y is the log of monthly industrial production; RBR is the real policy rate and
is calculated as iBR

t − 100(log pt − log pt−12), where p is the consumer price index
and iBR

t is the BOK’s Base Rate; i3yr
t − i91d

t is the term spread; and iAA−
t − i3yr

t and
iBBB−
t − iAA−

t are credit spreads. Finally, Dum0809 is a dummy variable with a value
of 1 for the period September 2008–June 2009.

23Corporate credit spreads are assumed to reflect compensation for expected default; compensation for the
uncertainty about the probability of default; and differences between government and corporate bonds in terms of
liquidity, regulation, and tax (Churm and Panigirtzoglou 2005).

24Since there is no short-term Treasury bill rate available in the Republic of Korea, in practice the 91-day
certificate of deposit rate has been widely used as a proxy for it.

25In addition, Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin test results, which are not reported here, reinforced this
finding (Kwiatkowski et al. 1992). It is well established in the literature that many interest rates are often found to be
nonstationary (Campbell and Clarida 1987, Newbold et al. 2001), partly because those time series are not immune to
structural breaks.
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Table 1. Forecasting Equations for Industrial Production Growth

Dependent Variable:
Yt+12 − Yt RBRt i3yr

t − i91d
t iBBB−

t − i3yr
t iAA−

t − i3yr
t iBBB−

t − iAA−
t J-statistics

(1) −0.07 1.13** −0.55 −0.55** 12.65
(0.35) (0.46) (1.04) (0.24) [0.12]

(2) −0.07 1.30** −0.58** 11.36
(0.31) (0.48) (0.24) [0.13]

Y = monthly industrial production, RBRt = Bank of Korea’s real Base Rate, i3yr
t = 3-year Treasury bond rate, i91d

t
= 91-day certificate of deposit rate, iAA−

t = high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bond rate, iBBB−
t = low-quality

(BBB−) 3-year corporate bond rate.
Note: Coefficient estimates are shown with their standard errors in parentheses. Significant coefficients at the 10%,
5%, and 1% levels are superscripted with *, **, and ***, respectively. Each regression includes a constant and a dummy
variable (2008:9 to 2009:6) that are not reported. P-values of J-statistics are reported in square brackets.
Source: Author’s calculations.

In the above equation, if industrial production growth is a determinant
of any of the right-hand-side variables in the model, an ordinary least squares
regression that does not take into account this endogeneity problem will yield
biased and inconsistent parameter estimates. To address this concern, I estimate the
above model using a single equation generalized method of moments estimator. In
particular, I use the lagged values of regressors and a set of US financial variables as
instruments.26 An important caveat here is that equation (1) is only a reduced-form
relationship that has no economic structure. However, this is the common approach
in the literature to investigate whether the term spreads and the credit spreads have
significant predictive power for future real economic activity.

Table 1 presents the empirical results in two different specifications. The null
hypothesis that all the instruments are exogenous cannot be rejected based on the
J-test results for overidentifying restrictions in Table 1. Furthermore, Cragg–Donald
F-statistics of 16.55 in the first-row setting and 46.72 in the second, which exceed
the rule-of-thumb criterion 10, suggest that the instruments are relevant (Cragg and
Donald 1993). Next, I focus on four β’s: (i) real policy rate, (ii) term spread, (iii)
high-quality corporate spread, and (iv) low-quality corporate spread. In particular,
the term spread captures the slope of the term structure, reflecting both expectations
of the path of future short rates and the pure term premium, while the two credit
spread terms in equation (1) capture risk factors.

Note first that all coefficients on the real Base Rate in rows 1 and 2 are of the
expected negative sign but not statistically significant. Second, the coefficients on
the term spread in both settings are positive and significantly different from zero.
That is, an increase in the term spread forecasts higher future industrial production.

26I include three financial variables retrieved from the Federal Reserve Economic Data of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis. The first variable is the US term spread, which is calculated as the spread between the 10-Year
Treasury Constant Maturity and 3-Month Treasury Constant Maturity. The second is the US credit spread, computed
as the spread between Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond and the 10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity. The third
is the US real federal funds rate.
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Table 2. Vector Autoregressive Estimates, January
2001–July 2017

�Yt RBRt i3yr
t − i91d

t iBBB−
t − i3yr

t

�Yt−1 0.20*** −0.01 −0.001 0.01
(0.07) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

RBRt−1 0.01 0.90*** 0.02 −0.02
(0.22) (0.04) (0.02) (0.02)

i3yr
t−1 − i91d

t−1 2.53*** 0.07 0.92*** −0.14***

(0.37) (0.06) (0.03) (0.03)
iBBB−
t−1 − i3yr

t−1 −0.62*** −0.05* 0.03** 0.98***

(0.17) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01)
R̄2 0.49 0.86 0.87 0.98

�Yt = growth of monthly industrial production compared with the same
month of previous year, RBRt = Bank of Korea’s real Base Rate, i3yr

t = 3-
year Treasury bond rate, i91d

t = 91-day certificate of deposit rate, iBBB−
t =

low-quality (BBB−) 3-year corporate bond rate.
Notes: The values in parentheses denote standard errors. Significant
coefficients at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels are superscripted with *, **, and
***, respectively. A constant and a dummy variable are included in the VAR
estimation.
Source: Author’s calculations.

The finding that a rise in the long-term rate relative to the short-term rate predicts
higher future real activity is consistent with the existing empirical evidence in
Rudebusch, Sack, and Swanson (2007), and Walsh (2014). Most interestingly, in
row 2, the coefficient on the credit spread (iBBB−

t − i3yr
t ) is of the expected negative

sign and statistically significant. In particular, as displayed in row 1, most of these
effects appear to come from the credit spread between low-quality (BBB−) 3-year
corporate bonds and high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bonds: (iBBB−

t − iAA−
t ).

On the other hand, the coefficient on the credit spread between high-quality
3-year corporate bonds and 3-year Treasury bonds (iAA−

t − i3yr
t ) is negative but not

statistically significant in row 1.
The results in Table 1 suggest that central bank policy makers should focus

on reducing the credit spreads, particularly between high-grade corporate bonds
and low-grade corporate bonds. The reason is that a rise in the term spread may just
reflect the expectation of stronger economic growth in the future. Importantly, this
finding implies that QE, mainly working through the term premium channel, might
have little effect on the real economy.

To explore further the effects of interest rate spreads on real economic
activity, I estimate a vector autoregressive (VAR) model with the growth of
industrial production, the real Base Rate, and term and credit spreads. Table 2
reports the results of the VAR estimation.27

27Both a constant and a dummy variable are included in the VAR estimation. We also estimated a VAR model
with two credit spreads separately iAA−

t − i3yr
t and iBBB−

t − iAA−
t , rather than an aggregate credit spread (iBBB−

t − i3yr
t )

with similar results.
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Table 3. F-Statistics of Granger Causality Tests, November 2000–July 2017

Lag

1 2 3 4 5 6

Credit Ceiling ⇒ Real Base Ratea 0.58 0.38 0.31 0.21 0.56 0.73
Real Base Ratea ⇒ Credit Ceiling 0.05 0.54 1.33 0.98 0.92 0.76
Credit Ceiling ⇒ Term Spreadb 0.40 0.60 1.33 1.76 1.39 1.14
Term Spreadb ⇒ Credit Ceiling 6.18** 3.59** 2.43* 1.81 1.89 1.58
Credit Ceiling ⇒ Credit Spreadc 2.02 1.68 1.75 0.95 0.76 0.62
Credit Spreadc ⇒ Credit Ceilings 1.14 2.30 1.69 1.26 1.03 0.86
Credit Ceiling ⇒ Credit Spreadd 0.01 3.32** 2.19* 1.68 0.58 0.64
Credit Spreadd ⇒ Credit Ceiling 1.15 1.26 0.99 0.64 0.57 0.57

aRBR = iBR
t − 100(log pt/ log pt−12 ) where p is the consumer price index

bi3yr
t − i91d

t
ciAA−

t − i3yr
t

diBBB−
t − iAA−

t

iBR
t = Bank of Korea’s Base Rate, i3yr

t = 3-year Treasury bond rate, i91d
t = 91-day certificate of

deposit rate, iAA−
t = high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bond rate, iBBB−

t = low-quality (BBB−)
3-year corporate bond rate.
Note: The symbols *, **, *** in the superscript denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
Source: Author’s calculations.

The risk-free term spread again has a positive sign and is statistically
significant. Similar to the result in Table 1, the risk spread captured by the difference
between the BBB–rate and the 3-year Treasury rate is of a negative sign and
statistically significant. Therefore, this corroborates the previous finding that credit
policy would be effective only if it is capable of lowering credit spreads.28

B. Which Interest Rate Spreads Were Affected by the Bank
of Korea’s Credit Policy?

The evidence in the previous section suggests that, to be effective, the BOK’s
credit policy needs to tighten the credit spreads. Narrowing in the term spread seems
to just reflect the rising expectation of future economic activity. This brings us back
to the first question posed earlier: which interest rate spreads have been affected by
the BOK’s credit policy?

To answer the question, I carry out Granger causality tests.29 Table 3 reports
the F-statistics of the tests between the BOK’s credit ceiling—as a measure of credit
policy—and the real Base Rate, term spreads, and credit spreads. In the table, I

28In the preliminary analysis, which is not reported here, I also examined whether credit policy could increase
retail sales–proxy for household consumption. I found little evidence that retail sales are meaningfully affected either
by credit spreads or credit policy. Potentially, this finding implies that credit policy is more effective in boosting
business activities than household consumption, given that there is escalating global concern about subdued wage
growth and worsening inequality recently.

29For X and Y, when Y can be better explained on the basis of past X’s and past Y’s than on the basis of past
Y’s alone, a causal relationship exists from X to Y according to Granger (1969).
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present test results with various lags because previous studies claimed that results
of Granger tests can be sensitive to the lag length structure (Hamilton 1994). The
sample period runs from November 2000 to July 2017 because of the credit spread
of (iBBB−

t − iAA−
t ), where iBBB−

t is available only from November 2000.
The Granger causality tests support the notion that a change in the BOK’s

credit ceiling affects the credit spread of iBBB−
t − iAA−

t . On the other hand, there is
little evidence that the credit spread of iBBB−

t − iAA−
t affects the amount of the credit

ceiling. Together with the previous finding that the credit spread rather than the
term spread is important in stimulating real economic activity, the current finding
is encouraging. These two findings jointly imply that the BOK’s credit policy has
been effective in promoting the real economy.

More importantly, the BOK’s credit policy does not seem to affect or be
affected by the real Base Rate. Moreover, there is little evidence that the BOK’s
credit policy may affect the credit spread of iAA−

t − iT B3
t . These results are consistent

with the objective of the BOK’s credit policy, which is in fact targeted at the
improvement of funding conditions for SMEs with relatively lower credit ratings.

However, there are at least a few caveats to this approach. First, Granger
causality is not necessarily true causality if two variables of interest are driven by
a common third process. In this case, one might still fail to reject the alternative
hypothesis of Granger causality. Second, this exercise cannot provide any estimate
of the quantitative impacts scaled by the size of the credit policy. Instead, it simply
assesses the statistical significance of the effects.

IV. Potential Risks

Unconventional monetary policy like QE is often claimed to pose critical
risks to the economy, partly because it takes a central bank close to the political
arena (Stein 2012). Similarly, several policy makers and economists have identified
the potential risks for implementing credit policy tools.

The first and most severe concern is that credit policy invades the territory of
the fiscal authorities and puts central bank independence in jeopardy, which could
undermine the credibility and effectiveness of the central bank in its conventional
role (Goodfriend 2011). For this reason, Rajan (2013, p. 10) warns that expansive
credit policy, pursued in an attempt to revamp economic activity, can be “a step
into the dark.” But perceptions of timidity and caution in central banking also have
the potential to threaten the independence of central banks. Moreover, most central
bank policies have fiscal aspects and implications, and it appears a reasonable idea
for a central bank to implement credit policy in close cooperation with the Treasury
and to strengthen its accountability to Congress or Parliament.30

30The Federal Reserve and the US Department of the Treasury issued a statement in March 2009 on the
delineation of responsibilities between the two institutions. While the statement indicated that “decisions to influence
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Second, the central bank may face strong political pressure and criticism from
the public.31 Central banks could be criticized for subsidizing bank lending, which
is the inherent role of banks. Furthermore, credit policy could escalate financial
stability concerns because it incentivizes risk-taking among banks and thus could
weaken their asset qualities, even if this were exactly what the central bank aimed
at achieving. An even bigger challenge is that an exit from credit policy could be
more difficult than that from QE because it involves specific beneficiaries such as
SMEs.

As a consequence, the bar for the use of nonconventional policies should
be higher than for conventional policies. This is in part because the effects of
those policies on economic activity and inflation are uncertain and their potential
costs are well beyond those associated with standard policies (Bernanke 2012).
Hence, the former president of the ECB, Jean-Claude Trichet, argues that four
conditions should be met for implementing unconventional measures. They must
first be independent from the standard measures; second, they must be targeted at
helping restore a more normal functioning of monetary and financial markets with a
limited amount of interventions; third, they must be transitory by nature; and fourth,
they must not be intended to fine-tune the transmission mechanism of conventional
monetary policy (Trichet 2013). Of course it is easy to state this as a principle but
harder to know how to implement it in practice. Therefore, a careful cost–benefit
analysis is really required to assess the net impact on social welfare.

V. Conclusion

After presenting a conceptual framework for credit policy along with other
related policies, this paper highlighted that the Bank of Korea’s credit policy indeed
has been effective in stimulating real economic activity. I find evidence that the risk
premium rather than the term premium is relevant to promoting the real economy,
and that the implementation of the BOK’s credit policy affects the risk premium.
Therefore, credit policy can be more effective than QE, which mainly aims at
reducing the term premium, particularly when the economy suffers from a rising
credit risk premium due to a credit crunch.

Until the early 2000s, credit policy played a relatively minor role in advanced
economies. Now, however, there is growing recognition that the conventional
approach to central banking needs to be fundamentally rethought. Using interest

the allocation of credit are the province of the fiscal authorities,” and pledged the Treasury’s help in removing the
Maiden Lane assets from the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet, it largely reaffirmed the Federal Reserve’s continued
long-term use of its emergency lending powers. See, US Department of the Treasury and US Federal Reserve. 2009.
“The Role of the Federal Reserve in Preserving Financial and Monetary Stability: Joint Statement by the Treasury
and the Federal Reserve.” 23 March. http://federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20090323b.htm.

31More often than not, the fiscal authorities favor expansive credit policy ex ante, but they preserve the option
to criticize central bank actions ex post (Goodfriend 2012). In the same vein, central banks may often choose to lend
rather than risk a potential panic by not lending, even though they lend at very low interest rates with poor collateral.
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rates as the main monetary policy tool was initially considered a radical step for
central banks to stabilize inflation and the macroeconomy. But, with the benefit of
hindsight, it has proven to be effective.

In summary, credit policy represents a useful addition to central banks’
toolkit. After all, central banks cannot plead ignorance as justification for doing
nothing. At the same time, since we do not yet have a full understanding of this
mechanism, deeper research is needed to ascertain its longer-term benefits and
unintended consequences.
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Appendix: Tests for Unit Root

Table A1 presents the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test results for the presence
of a unit root in �Yt , RBRt , i3yr

t − i91d
t , iAA−

t − i3yr
t , and iBBB−

t − iAA−
t . The results

strongly support the assumption of the nonexistence of a unit root in �Yt , RBRt ,
i3yr
t − i91d

t , and iAA−
t − i3yr

t . The only exception is iBBB−
t − iAA−

t , which is found to be
I (1) because its difference is stationary.

But, conventional unit root tests are often biased to falsely find the existence
of a unit root if the series are stationary with a structural break (Perron 1989, Hansen
2001). Therefore, I further implement unit root tests with a breakpoint for iBBB−

t −
iAA−
t . This is largely motivated by the fact that the sample period contains the

2008–2009 global financial crisis and that the crisis could sharply widen the
credit premia. Table A2 presents the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test results for
the presence of a unit root with a structural break in iBBB−

t − iAA−
t . It suggests

that the credit premia are stationary with a structural break in October 2008.
Here, the structural break point is selected to minimize Dickey–Fuller t-statistics.
Intuitively, this break point seems consistent with the collapse of Lehman Brothers
in September 2008.

Table A1. Augmented Dickey–Fuller Tests for the
Presence of a Unit Root

Lag Length

1 2 3 4

�Yt −4.24 −3.17 −3.38 −3.45
RBRt −3.07 −2.74 −2.92 −3.22
i3yr
t − i91d

t −3.68 −3.80 −3.33 −2.92
iAA−
t − i3yr

t −4.32 −4.39 −2.96 −2.97
iBBB−
t − iAA−

t −1.31 −1.48 −1.52 −1.25
<Critical Values>

1% −3.46
5% −2.88
10% −2.57

�Yt = growth of monthly industrial production compared with the
same month of previous year, i3yr

t = 3-year Treasury bond rate, i91d
t

= 91-day certificate of deposit rate, iAA−
t = high-quality (AA−)

3-year corporate bond rate, iBBB−
t = low-quality (BBB−) 3-year

corporate bond rate, RBRt = Bank of Korea’s real Base Rate.
Notes: Figures are t-statistics when the estimated model includes a
constant. Critical values are from MacKinnon (1996).
Source: Author’s calculations.
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Table A2. Augmented Dickey–Fuller Tests for the
Presence of a Unit Root with a Structural Break

Lag Length

1 2 3 4

iBBB−
t − iAA−

t −6.85 −5.35 −5.12 −4.89
<Critical Values>

1% −4.95
5% −4.44
10% −4.19

iAA−
t = high-quality (AA−) 3-year corporate bond rate, iBBB−

t =
low-quality (BBB−) 3-year corporate bond rate.
Notes: Figures are t-statistics when the estimated model includes a
constant and a structural break in October 2008. The break date is
selected to minimize Dickey–Fuller t-statistics. Critical values are
from Perron (1989).
Source: Author’s calculations.


